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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2014040737A1] The present invention relates to a rotating tower crane comprising a telescopic tower and a jib which is pivotably
mounted on the tower and which can be folded onto the tower into a transport position. The jib can be extended away from the tower out of the
transport position into a telescopic position by means of an extension control mechanism, in which telescopic position the jib is kept from collision
with the tower by means of lifting means attachments provided thereon such as trolleys and/or lifting hooks while the tower telescopes. The jib
can thereby be completely folded onto the tower in the transport position without consideration for telescopability, and, at the same time, the jib, in
particular the jib attachment piece, no longer has to slide or roll down immediately along the tower while the tower telescopes; instead the jib can
be displaced past the tower at a spacing thereto through a sufficient gap. Available free spaces can be used for larger system dimensions better
than previously, in particular the statically effective system cross-section of the jib attachment piece can be further enlarged and optimised. Crushing
points for lifting rope or trolley displacement rope can simply be avoided.
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